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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
 

● Underground storage tanks (UST): containers holding 
hazardous materials underground.
○ Leaking UST can result in groundwater contamination.

● UST regulations were updated in 2018, but the compliance 
rates dropped and average days until compliance increased 
(Figure 1).

● Lack of access to environmental risk information could be 
an environmental injustice issue.

● Relations between US federal agencies and Native 
American communities have been tense at times.

● Different methods of outreach can be effective for different 
situations.

● Effectively communicating UST safety regulations is a 
necessity.

RESULTS

● Easy-to-digest information is more effective in getting the 
audience to understand the content and put it into practice.

● Multiple avenues of media make information much more 
readily available, especially for communities with limited 
access.
○ Created a physical version (Figure 2) and web version 

(Figure 3) of our compliance assistance materials to 
maximize reach.

● Necessary to accurately measure environmental risk and 
match it with perceived risk.

● Directly targeted Tribal communities with outreach to be 
as effective as possible in communicating this 
environmental risk.

● Outcome on compliance rates cannot be measured until 
future UST inspections occur.

IMPLICATIONS

● Next steps could be to use similar outreach practices to 
communicate environmental risk to other marginalized 
communities affected by environmental injustice.

● Increased compliance means decreased risk of leaking UST 
and decreased risk of groundwater contamination.

● Our methods could be adopted by other regions of the 
EPA.

INTERNSHIP AND METHODS

● Interned with EPA Region 10 UST team: Developed 
outreach materials to inform UST facility owners of new 
UST regulations.

● Compiled and evaluated sources related to the subjects of 
interest: environmental risk of UST, environmental justice, 
US government and tribal relations, and what makes 
outreach successful.

Figure 2: Trifold brochure of compliance assistance outreach material created by EPA R10 
UST Team and myself. Includes information on walkthrough inspections, ownership/fuel 

type change, operator training, repairs, and spill prevention. Mailed to owners of UST 
facilities on Tribal lands in Region 10.

Figure 3: Web version of compliance assistance outreach material. Developed by Charles 
Bert from EPA Region 10. Includes the same information as the brochure version in a more 

web-friendly format. Also includes a .pdf file of the brochure version. 
(https://www.epa.gov/r10-tribal/usts-region-10-indian-country-your-facility-ready) 

Figure 1: Average days until compliance by fiscal year. Data from EPA Region 10 Land, 
Chemicals, and Redevelopment Division. New regulations showed effects in FY19, and 

FY20 has a smaller sample size due to COVID.
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RESEARCH QUESTION:
What are the best outreach practices that the US 

EPA can use in order to communicate environmental 
risk and safety guidelines to Tribal communities?

https://www.epa.gov/r10-tribal/usts-region-10-indian-country-your-facility-ready

